About the series

The webinar workshop series explores the value chain of a single commodity. This is the third in the series.

The audience will learn from experts in their fields about key issues that are needed to navigate the metals markets. This is a non-biased overview intended to help investors make good investment decisions in complicated commodities.

The series gives topical information as well as long-lasting legacy information.

Major sponsor: World Gold Council  
Partner: Private Wealth

Contact: chris.twigge-molecey@hatch.com

Supported by Crux Investor
SPONSORSHIP

$5,000
Major Sponsor
- Company name in conjunction with Value-Chain Series
- A 2-minute video ad featured before a headline session
- One interview, article and podcast by Crux Investor
- 2x 30-second advertisements
- 2x Associated promo on LinkedIn

$2,500
Presenting Sponsor
- 2x 30-second advertisements
- 1x Associated promo on LinkedIn

$2,000
Partner Sponsor
- 1x 30-second advertisement
- 1x Associated promo on LinkedIn

Advertisements will be played between speakers during the event and will be maintained on YouTube afterward. The Nickel and Copper series generated over 2,000 views on YouTube!
Topics covered:

- Physical Markets and projections
- Gold as an asset and Futures markets
- Evaluating Gold stocks and red flags
- Buying Gold. Standards and Good Delivery lists
- Unique Environmental and ESG concerns
- Geology, exploration, mining
- Primary processing, By-product and Recycling
- And more!

Presentations and panels:

- The event is a combination of pre-recorded presentations from world experts and live-questions in a panel discussion